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MNI PREVIEW: Watching AHE For Rate Cut Direction 
By Chris Harrison  

 
Executive Summary 

• As has been the case for many months now, consensus looks for a slight moderation in payrolls growth in 
January to a still stronger than sustainable pace after last month’s broadly in line outcome.  

• Annual benchmark revisions could make the initial read more complicated, but barring large surprises we 
suspect focus will be on AHE, which has abated a bit in the words of Powell after its own large revisions.  

• Primary dealer analysts have an unusually distinct skew to a hawkish surprise from both AHE growth and 
the unemployment rate.  

• That’s against a post-FOMC backdrop of 20bp priced for the Mar 22nd decision and one final hike fully 
priced for May despite Powell indicating a desire to see a couple more hikes to a restrictive level.  

 
The Bloomberg median sees nonfarm payrolls rising 
190k in Jan after a broadly as expected 223k in Dec.  
Estimates range from 130k-320k with particularly heavy 
concentration at 170k but equally upside bias from the 
primary dealer median of 200k. As noted in recent months, 
the rate of moderation is clearly too slow for the Fed in 
tackling underlying service inflation. A consensus reading 
would leave the 3-month average at 223k and 6-month at 
249k, well above the 165k averaged in 2019’s historically 
tight labour market and importantly the equilibrium ~100k per 
month noted by Powell back in November at Brookings.  
 
Annual benchmark revisions beyond just the usual two 
prior months will however impact the recent path, 
perhaps complicating initial reactions to the data. See a 
nice summary from NWM below.   
 
Recall that payrolls growth was the least interesting part 
of the last month’s report. A roaring back of employment in 
the separate, more volatile household survey saw the 
unemployment rate surprisingly falling to joint multi-decade low at 
3.47% vs consensus for a flat 3.7%. This was more impressive 
after a larger than expected increase in participation across both 
prime and non-prime age groups. However, both total and prime 
participation rates remain off post-pandemic highs seen in the 
summer, notably so in the case of prime age, and likely require 
further increases to more seriously allay Fed concerns of labour 
not returning to the workforce, including early retirees. 
 
However, market reaction was driven by surprisingly weak 
average hourly earnings growth. The prior month’s upward 
revision proved to be largely a head fake, with total AHE growth 
revised back down from 0.55% to 0.40% in Nov and slowing to 
0.275% in Dec, the softest rate since Feb and before that Mar’21. 
Further, after an even stronger recent run, non-supervisory wage 
growth of 0.21% M/M (following a 0.43% revised down from 
0.68%) was the softest since Jan’21. This latest slowly moderating 
trend was subsequently confirmed by the Q4 ECI.  
 
This month, consensus looks for the u/e rate to edge back up 
a tenth to 3.6% with an unchanged 0.3% M/M for AHE, but 
primary dealer estimates suggest a skew towards a hawkish 
surprise in both these important categories. [See below]  
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Brief Context For What Else Is Expected  
Variable Consensus Comments 

AHE 0.3 (unch) Further revisions will be watched for again after November’s upward revision was 
more than reversed by December’s downward revision. 0.3% M/M would 
represent a continued moderation in the trend at a still fast rate, whilst primary 
dealer analysts are unusually skewed to an upside surprise.  

U/E rate 3.6 (+0.1pt) A consensus print would still see the u/e rate below the 3.7% the median FOMC 
member saw it averaging in 4Q22 on its way to rising to 4.6% in 423. Both the 
broader Bloomberg survey and specifically primary dealer analysts are firmly 
skewed to a hawkish surprise at what could be joint lows.  

Participation 
rate 

62.3 (unch) consensus sees a pause after last month’s larger than expected increase across 
both prime and non-prime age groups. However, both rates remain below post-
pandemic highs seen in the summer, notably so in the case of prime age. 

Weekly 
hours 

34.3 (unch) Increasingly of focus after recent declines and flagged in a dovish Brainard 
speech, weekly hours are back at pre-pandemic levels in a potential sign of 
waning labor demand (although further surprise strength in job openings suggests 
otherwise). Temporary help service jobs will also be watched closely.  

 
Weak ADP and Strong JOLTS Land After Many Survey Responses Submitted 
 
- Fade the ADP weather-related miss? ADP employment surprisingly increased just 106k in January, citing soft 
employment during the Jan 12 reference week (broadly similar reference period as payrolls) as a result of record 
California floods and ice and snow in central and eastern US. It was however part of some major revisions across 
the entire series back to 2010, coming six prints into its new methodology making it even harder to judge its 
relationship with private payrolls. 
 

• GS: While we cannot rule out a drag on January nonfarm payrolls from winter weather or California flooding, snow 
cover in major population centers was below normal during the payroll survey week, and the stability of California 
electricity demand argues against widespread establishment closures. We continue to expect a strong employment 
report, and we left our nonfarm payroll forecast unchanged at +300k (mom sa). 

• JPM: At this point it is hard to say if the January ADP report is giving an accurate signal about the upcoming BLS 
report. That said, the ADP data suggest that the trend in job growth is softening, and that is roughly consistent with our 
broad expectations for the labor market. 

 
- JOLTS shouldn’t have swayed payrolls expectations but still saw a notable upward surprise. Job openings 
were the standout number, surprisingly rising to 11.012M in December (cons 10.30M) after a minimally revised 
10.44M. The jump from 1.74 to 1.92 openings for every unemployed pushes it closer to highs of 1.99 from March in 
a sharp reversal of the downward trend the Fed expects to see. That said, Chair Powell, previously keen to 
emphasise the high level of this openings ratio, made slightly less of a deal of it at yesterday’s press conference 
(“probably an important indicator”, openings have been “quite volatile recently”). More emphasis was rightly placed 
on AHE and ECI “abating a little bit”, although he did note the still elevated level of quits as part of the job market 
still being very strong.  
 
Doves vs Hawks On Falling Temporary Help Services 
Vice Chair Brainard on labour market (Jan 19): “Recent declines in 

average weekly hours, temporary-help services, and monthly payrolls 
growth suggest tentative signs that labor demand is cooling. Employment at 
temporary-help services firms—a good leading indicator—peaked in July 
2022 and has been declining since then, ending the year only slightly above 
its December 2019 level. Similarly, average weekly hours have declined: 
After peaking in early 2021 and remaining elevated through May 2022, 
average weekly hours have declined and now stand at the bottom of the 
range for this metric over the five years before the pandemic. The continued 
decline in average weekly hours is notable because this margin is among 
the easiest to adjust by firms facing declining demand, especially those who may be reluctant to undertake layoffs following the 
challenges encountered in restoring employment following the pandemic-induced layoffs.”  

 
Gov. Waller offered an unsurprisingly more hawkish angle to the decline in temporary-help employment, noting it 
“may be due at least in part to employers opting to hire full-time workers in place of temps to help keep jobs filled” (Jan 20).  
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March Could Be The Last Hike, Watch Cut Pricing  
 

• This will be the first major monthly release to land 
after the FOMC decision and its press conference 
that was perceived as modestly dovish by markets. 

• With some spillover from the ECB decision, the 
market prices a 20bp hike for the Mar 22 FOMC 
meeting before a further 9bp of hikes for a terminal at 
4.89% in the May/June meetings.  

• A hawkish report therefore could help firm near-term 
expectations towards a path closer to the “couple 
more hikes to restrictive level” that Chair Powell 
suggested in the press conference.  

• But equal or perhaps even more focus will be on 
what it means for rate cut expectations after they 
shifted back closer to 50bps of cuts for 2H23 post-
FOMC and now sit at 52bp post-ECB, especially in 
the case of dovish report.   

• AHE developments in either direction are likely 
pivotal here after some recent moderation, and there 
is a skew towards a hawkish surprise by primary 
dealer analysts – see table on the right.  

• In any case, watch for subsequent developments in 
ISM Services after the combination of last month’s 
largest miss since 2008 with softer AHE helped spark 
a 25bp intraday rally in 2Y Tsy yields.   
 
 

 
 

NatWest on upcoming benchmark revision and new population controls 

• Benchmark revision: The benchmark revision to the establishment survey will incorporate comprehensive 
new data for the year through March 2022, but data for the final nine months of 2022 will also be revised. 
BLS analysts have already estimated that payrolls gains will be revised up by 462k in the 12 months 
through March 2022—38.5k per month. As usual, the initial estimate was based on initial Quarterly CEW 
data. The payroll estimates from April 2022 forward will also be revised based on the new benchmark level, 
new seasonal factors, as well as updated estimates for the net birth/death model. The usual revisions to 
the two months prior to the reference month, in this case November and December, will also apply 
(reflecting additional information not available at the time). 

 

• New population controls: The January employment report will also incorporate revisions to the household 
survey data. In the household survey, new population controls will be introduced in January (these reflect 
the annual updating of population estimates by the U.S. Census Bureau). As is always the case, the 
historical data will not be revised to incorporate the new estimates, so the household survey data 
for Jan’23 will not be directly comparable to the data for Dec’22 or earlier periods (e.g. the reported change 
in the labor force for January 2023 will reflect both the underlying change in the labor force and also the 
new population control). Note: Since the same adjustment is made to the numerator and denominator, the 
unemployment rate is unaffected by the introduction of the new population estimates. 

 
 
 
 
 

  

Primary Dealers See Hawkish Skew For U/E, AHE

Payrolls U/E AHE

NatWest 150 3.6 0.3

RBC 150 3.6

Mizuho 160 3.6 0.3

BMO 170 3.6 0.3

Deutsche Bank 175 3.6 0.3

J.P.Morgan 175 3.5 0.3

Morgan Stanley 175 3.6 0.3

Wells Fargo 185 3.6 0.3

BNP Paribas 190 3.4 0.3

Scotiabank 200 3.5 0.3

Societe Generale 205 3.6 0.3

Nomura 215 3.6 0.5

TD Securities 220 3.5 0.3

BoA 225 3.4 0.4

Barclays 225 3.5 0.4

CS 225 3.5 0.4

HSBC 232 3.6 0.3

Jefferies 260 3.4 0.5

UBS 290 3.5 0.4

Amherst Pierpont 300 3.5 0.3

Goldman Sachs 300 3.5 0.4

Citi 305 3.5 0.4

Median 210

(Where entered in BBG survey or seen by MNI)

Red denotes tighter than consensus, blue looser
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Recent Labour Market Developments  
Recap of last month’s payrolls here: https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/files/50489/USEmploymentReportJan2023.pdf 

 
 
Labour indicators since the last payrolls report:  

• Surprise strength in initial claims, Conference Board labor differential and JOLTS openings 

• Little change in ISM manufacturing employment index 

• Surprise weakness in ADP and ECI (0.97% Q/Q in Q4 vs cons 1.1 from 1.25% in Q3), plus also a renewed 
surge in Challenger job cuts  

 

 
 

 

https://roar-assets-auto.rbl.ms/files/50489/USEmploymentReportJan2023.pdf
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Sell-Side Views 

Ranked from largest to smallest NFP figure, many of which were written prior to latest alternate indicators.  
 
GS: Payrolls, AHE and U/E All Seen Stronger Than Consensus 

• Goldman are well above consensus for nonfarm payrolls growth, forecasting 300k vs the 190k consensus. 

• They see this reflecting a variety of factors including elevated labor demand, the strong recent payroll 
trend, a 36k boost from the return of striking education workers, strength in Big Data employment 
indicators, and a boost from favorable seasonal factors that are spuriously fitting to last winter’s Omicron 
wave.  

• Further, jobless claims remain extremely low, and while corporate layoff announcements have increased in 
recent months, only 15% of California layoff filings since December had been implemented by the January 
payroll period.  

• They see AHE growth of 0.4% M/M (cons 0.3%), reflecting a 0.05pp boost from start-of-year wage hikes 
and neutral calendar effects. 

• Turning to the household survey, they see the u/e rate unchanged at 3.5% (cons 3.6%) reflecting higher 
household employment offset by flat-to-up labor force participation rate.  

 
Barclays: Above Consensus Before Fed Tightening Continues To Weigh Through Q1 

• Barclays see nonfarm payrolls growth of 225k, similar to December’s 223k gain for somewhat north of the 
150k average increase they currently forecast for Q1, with intensifying effects from the Fed’s tightening 
weighing increasingly on labor demand over the course of the quarter. 

• U/E rate seen unchanged at 3.5% despite a likely tick-up in the labor force participation.  

• AHE seen with a slight reacceleration to 0.4% M/M (4.4% Y/Y) in line with the assessment of underlying 
wage growth from our state-space model.  

• Revisions: The January numbers will include the latest benchmark revisions to the payroll employment 
estimates and updated seasonal adjustment factors, as well as updated population controls for the 
household survey, which may alter the trajectory of these series. Most significantly, the preliminary 
benchmark revision estimate, released in August, suggested that the level of nonfarm payrolls would be 
raised by about 462k. 

 
CS: Upcoming Revision Can Lead to Surprising Headlines For The Household Survey 

• Credit Suisse forecast nonfarm payrolls growth of 225k of which 200k comes from private industry.  

• Initial claims remain historically low, but business surveys point to a slowdown in the pace of hiring. So far, 
there are few signs that anecdotes and news stories about rising layoffs are passing through into a broader 
labor market slowdown. 

• The unemployment rate is likely to remain steady at 3.5%. JOLTS job openings remain elevated and the 
conference board ‘labor differential’ suggests that workers still believe jobs are plentiful [written before 
increases in both measures this week]. Even if layoffs start to pick up, some persistent strength in labor 
demand should make it easier for unemployed workers to quickly find new jobs. 

• AHE seen at 0.4% M/M, pushing annual growth to 4.4% Y/Y for the lowest since summer 2021. Underlying 
wage growth is still above the pre-pandemic run rate, but lead indicators such as job-quitting rates point to 
some additional slowdown this year. 

• Revisions: This report will feature an annual population adjustment for the household survey. This can lead 
to surprising headlines for the unemployment rate, participation rate, or employment-population ratio that 
do not reflect an underlying monthly move. 

 
SocGen: Moderating But Still Above 200k, U/E Rate Increasing On Ongoing Participation Increase 

• SocGen see nonfarm payroll growth of 205k - employment growth may be moderating, but the pace 
remains above the 150k pace they see as strong.  

• They expect the unemployment rate to rise to 3.6%, but this is more due to ongoing increases in the labor 
participation rate. Otherwise, gains above 150,00 workers over time would result in further unemployment 
rate declines. 

• Markets are watching layoff announcements coming from big tech firms, which could be a leading 
index. Tech workers were sought after during the COVID lockdowns and companies are now 
working to preserve their profit margins.  
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• However, employment expansion remains broad for most of the economy. In particular, we expect payrolls 
in the leisure, healthcare and education sectors to further recover, where employment remains below 
February 2020 levels. They expect further gains in these sectors into 1H23 and offset tech declines.  

• AHE seen +0.3% M/M in line with consensus.  
 
Lloyds: Expecting Still Solid Activity 

• Lloyds expect the monthly labour market data to still show solid activity, with nonfarm payrolls increasing 
200k and the unemployment rate unchanged at 3.5%.  

• There have been anecdotal reports of job losses in the tech and other sectors but weekly jobless claims 
data have yet to show the labour market rolling over.  

• In addition to the Q4 ECI, the monthly earnings data will be watched very closely after last month’s 
downside surprise raised hopes of a ‘goldilocks’ or soft-landing outcome. Forecast 4.4% Y/Y.  

 
Unicredit: Very Close To Consensus View 

• Unicredit see nonfarm payrolls growth of 190k, the smallest monthly gain in over two years.  

• Labor demand is easing, as evident in lower job openings, quits [written pre Dec JOLTS], average weekly 
hours, and temporary-help services (a good leading indicator), but layoffs (initial jobless claims) remain 
very low. 

• The unemployment rate likely edged up to 3.6% from 3.5%.  

• Average hourly earnings likely rose 0.3% M/M in January, taking the yoy rate down to 4.3% from 4.6%. It 
would still be too high for the Fed’s liking. 

 
JPM: Broadly In Line With Consensus Plus Revisions 

• JPMorgan see nonfarm payrolls at 175k in January. A variety of indicators suggest continued strength/ 
tightness, including initial claims at very low levels in recent weeks and the more lagging job openings 
remaining high. But there are also signs of cooling job growth in a continuation of some moderation in 
December, including the workweek moving down lately and temp help employment also weakening. 

• AHE seen with solid results but moderation in the broader trend, at 0.3% M/M for 4.3% Y/Y. With average 
weekly hours seen holding at 34.3, aggregate hours worked are seen rising 0.1% M/M.   

• For the household survey, the u/e rate is seen at 3.5%, participation rate at 62.3%, and the employment-
population ratio at 60.1% -- unchanged between December and January after rounding.  

• Revisions: It will contain the annual benchmark revision to the establishment survey which should boost the 
March 2022 level of employment by 462k (0.3%) according to the preliminary announcement. The 
establishment survey’s seasonal factors also will be updated. The household survey will incorporate 
updated population controls, making its data starting in Jan’23 not directly comparable with earlier periods. 
 

MS: Unemployment Rate To Nudge Higher Amidst Higher Participation 

• Morgan Stanley see nonfarm payrolls growth of 175k in Jan after 223k in Dec, with private payrolls at 155k 
vs 220k prior.  

• A jobs increase in line with our forecast, along with a further uptick in the labor force participation rate 
driven by immigration revisions to the household survey from 62.29% to 62.41%, should bring the 
unemployment rate up to 3.6% in January.  

• AHE seen rising by 0.3% M/M and the average workweek to increase to 34.4. We are also expecting a 
revision to the seasonal factors of the establishment survey for 2022. 

 
CIBC: Signs That Labor Market Remained Tight In January Despite Layoffs 

• Both initial and continuing jobless claims fell over the January employment survey reference period, a sign 
that the US labor market remained tight at the start of the year, despite further reports of layoffs in the tech 
and media sectors.  

• Services consumption stalled in December, in line with the deterioration in business conditions that was 
suggested by the ISM services index drop.  

• When combined with signs of a retrenchment in goods-producing sectors, as suggested by foundering 
exports, a drop in new orders of capital goods, and elevated inventories, total hiring likely slowed to a 170K 
pace in January. 

• U/E rate and AHE seen in line with consensus at 3.6% and 0.3% M/M respectively.  
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NWM: Less Optimistic Than Consensus With Aggregate Hours Worked Set For Only Modest Increase 

• NWM are generally a little less optimistic than consensus about the January employment report, starting 
with nonfarm payrolls growth seen at 150k and private at 135k.  

• AHE will be as important as the overall payroll change, estimated at 0.3% M/M for a slowing to 4.3% Y/Y.  

• Meanwhile, we expect the average workweek to have held steady in January at 34.3 hours. Combined with 
private payrolls growth of 135k, aggregate hours worked should rise a modest 0.1%, translating close to a 
flat annualized pace for this real GDP proxy at the start of Q1 (based on Jan alone) versus its Q4 average. 

• U/E rate seen rounding back up to 3.6% after falling from 3.647% to 3.469% in Dec.  

• Included section on benchmark revision and population adjustment in main text above.  
 
 


